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Larsen's fire blanket cabinets are all equipped with a 62" x 80" fire blanket fabricated of a rugged blend of 
reprocessed wool. These fire retardant blankets meet federal specification #CS-191-53. Larsen's fire 
blanket cabinets are available in the three following designs:

FB 68-6 SERIES: Fire blanket is attached to a roller and can be rapidly released by placing one's arm 
through the arm loop and turning into the blanket. This surface mounted unit is constructed of cold-rolled 
steel with a standard finish of red baked acrylic enamel, and as an option, the cabinet can be fabricated 
entirely of stainless steel (Model SS FB 68-6).

FB 1016 SERIES: DropFB 1016 SERIES: Drop Type, surface mounted cabinet, constructed of cold-rolled steel with a red baked 
acrylic enamel finish. The folded blanket is always visible through the viewing knockout on the front and is 
quickly available by releasing the hinged bottom of the cabinet.

FB 3612 SERIES: Exclusive combination fire extinguisher and fire blanket cabinet, which is identical to the FB 3612 SERIES: Exclusive combination fire extinguisher and fire blanket cabinet, which is identical to the 
Architectural Series model 3612 (see Architectural Series) except for the blanket shelf located 9" down from 
the top of the cabinet, leaving 27" for the extinguisher height. Please consult Architectural Series for wall 
mounting, trim and door material, and appropriate door style options. The unit is also available with Gemini 
door styles (model G FB 3612 - Gemini Series), with "Fire Extinguisher" (vertical) and "Fire Blanket" (hori-
zontal) lettering. If specified, "Fire Extinguisher" and "Fire Blanket" decals or die cut lettering are available 
with the appropriate door styles pictured on page 6. For steel door and trim units, white baked acrylic with the appropriate door styles pictured on page 6. For steel door and trim units, white baked acrylic 
enamel is the standard color. Red is available if specified. 
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